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Assignment 6:
Compared and Contrast how Le Corbusier and Frank Lloyd Wright Were
Influenced by Different World Cultures over the Course of Their Careers

Charles-Édouard Jeanneret (6 October 1887 – 27 August 1965), known as Le Corbusier,
was a Swiss-French Architect, Designer, Painter, Urban Planner, Writer, and one of the pioneers
of what is now called modern architecture. He was born in Switzerland and became a French
citizen in 1930. His career spanned five decades, and he designed buildings in Europe, Japan,
India, and North and South America.
Frank Lloyd Wright (born Frank Lincoln Wright, June 8, 1867 – April 9, 1959) was an
American Architect, Interior Designer, Writer, and Educator, who designed more than 1,000
structures, 532 of which were completed. Wright believed in designing structures that were in
harmony with humanity and its environment, a philosophy he called organic architecture. This
philosophy was best exemplified by Fallingwater (1935), which has been called "the best all-time
work of American architecture". His creative period spanned more than 70 years.
Le Corbusier and his Influences from the World Cultures
In September 1907, he made his first trip outside of Switzerland, going to Italy; then that winter
traveling through Budapest to Vienna, where he stayed for four months and met Gustav Klimt and tried,
without success, to meet Josef Hoffmann. In Florence, he visited the Florence Charterhouse in Galluzzo,
which made a lifelong impression on him. "I would have liked to live in one of what they called their
cells," he wrote later. "It was the solution for a unique kind of worker's housing, or rather for a
terrestrial paradise." He traveled to Paris, and during fourteen months between 1908 until 1910 he
worked as a draftsman in the office of the architect Auguste Perret, the pioneer of the use of reinforced
concrete in residential construction and the architect of the Art Deco landmark Théâtre des ChampsÉlysées. Two years later, between October 1910 and March 1911, he traveled to Germany and worked

four months in the office Peter Behrens, where Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Walter Gropius were also
working and learning.

In 1911, he traveled again for five months; this time he journeyed to the Balkans and
visited Serbia, Bulgaria, Turkey, Greece, as well as Pompeii and Rome, filling nearly 80
sketchbooks with renderings of what he saw—including many sketches of the Parthenon, whose
forms he would later praise in his work Vers une architecture (1923). He spoke of what he saw
during this trip in many of his books, and it was the subject of his last book, Le Voyage d'Orient.
In 1912, he began his most ambitious project; a new house for his parents. also located
on the forested hillside near La-Chaux-de-Fonds. The Jeanneret-Perret house was larger than the
others, and in a more innovative style; the horizontal planes contrasted dramatically with the
steep alpine slopes, and the white walls and lack of decoration were in sharp contrast with the
other buildings on the hillside. The interior spaces were organized around the four pillars of the
salon in the center, foretelling the open interiors he would create in his later buildings. The
project was more expensive to build than he imagined; his parents were forced to move from
the house within ten years, and relocate in a more modest house. However, it led to a
commission to build an even more imposing villa in the nearby village of Le Locle for a wealthy
watch manufacturer. Georges Favre-Jacot. Le Corbusier designed the new house in less than a
month. The building was carefully designed to fit its hillside site, and interior plan was spacious
and designed around a courtyard for maximum light, significant departure from the traditional
house.
Frank Lloyd Wright and his Influences from the World Cultures
Wright rarely credited any influences on his designs, but most architects, historians and scholars
agree he had five major influences:

1. Louis Sullivan, whom he considered to be his Lieber Meister (dear master)
2. Nature, particularly shapes/forms and colors/patterns of plant life
3. Music (his favorite composer was Ludwig van Beethoven)
4. Japanese art, prints and buildings
5. Froebel Gifts
Wright worked with some of the top architects of the Chicago School, including Sullivan.
The Czech-born architect Antonin Raymond, recognized as the father of modern
architecture in Japan, worked for Wright at Taliesin and led the construction of the Imperial
Hotel in Tokyo. He subsequently stayed in Japan and opened his own practice. Rudolf Schindler

also worked for Wright on the Imperial Hotel. His own work is often credited as influencing
Wright's Usonian houses. Schindler's friend Richard Neutra also worked briefly for Wright and
became an internationally successful architect.
Though most famous as an architect, Wright was an active dealer in Japanese art, primarily
ukiyo-e woodblock prints. He frequently served as both architect and art dealer to the same clients; he
designed a home, then provided the art to fill it. For a time, Wright made more from selling art than from
his work as an architect. Wright was also an avid collector of Japanese prints and used them as teaching
aids with his apprentices in what were called "print parties".

Wright first traveled to Japan in 1905, where he bought hundreds of prints. The
following year, he helped organize the world's first retrospective exhibition of works by
Hiroshige, held at the Art Institute of Chicago. For many years, he was a major presence in the
Japanese art world, selling a great number of works to prominent collectors such as John
Spaulding of Boston, and to prominent museums such as the Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York. He penned a book on Japanese art in 1912.
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